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Abstract
In this paper, N=N[ f1g is the one-point compactication of the discrete space of natural
numbers, M is the monoid of continuous maps f : N! N such that f(1)=1, and M is the
topos of M-sets. We dene two sheaf subtoposes C and B of M and construct a tensor-hom
adjunction between certain categories of modules in C and B. Finally, we prove that this con-
struction induces an adjunction between adequate categories of topological and bornological real
vector spaces. c© 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
MSC: 18B25; 18F20; 46A17; 54A20
Introduction
A basic fact in functional analysis is that the set of all continuous linear maps
and the set of all bounded linear maps between two normed spaces are the same.
In this fact, we can see an equivalence between a topological vector structure and a
bornological vector structure in normed spaces. There are more general constructions
associating a bornological vector space structure to a topological vector space and a
topological vector space structure to a bornological vector space. Our goal is to obtain
in a categorical way an adjunction (partly classical, see \internal duality" in [3])
c(−) a b(−) : SVSsep ! BVSsep
between the category SVSsep of separated subsequential vector spaces [5] and the cat-
egory BVSsep of separated bornological vector spaces. This adjunction (not a duality
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but covariant functors) is given as a consequence of a tensor-hom adjunction between
adequate categories of modules in the topos M of M-sets, where M is the monoid of
continuous maps f : N ! N such that f(1) =1, with N =N [ f1g the one-point
compactication of the discrete space of natural numbers.
This paper gives a partial answer to a question proposed by Lawvere (unpublished
part [9] of a talk given together with [10]) who asked for a strong relation, induced by
the ring of convergent sequences of real numbers, between two categories of modules
in toposes dened by monoids of maps bigger than those we use. The present work
subsumes the nal part of Lamban [8] in such a way that this reference is not a
prerequisite.
We use the topos M as a universe of presheaves, but our main interest concerns
the relationship between certain categories of modules in two sheaf subtoposes, C and
B, of M. Our topos B, which will be called the bounded topos, is an adaptation of
Lawvere’s bornological topos [9] and our topos C, the continuous topos, is adapted
from Johnstone’s topological topos [5]. Though Johnstone uses a bigger site, his topos
is the topos of sheaves for a (Grothendieck) topology on the monoid of all continuous
maps f : N! N; on the other hand, the bornological topos can be presented by means
of a topology on the monoid of all maps f : N! N. We impose f(1) =1 because
to consider only maps xing the innity point allows us to have (i) a unique topos
M in which to construct both toposes as subtoposes of sheaves, and (ii) an inclusion
functor C ,! B. In this setting, C and B contain subsequential and bornological spaces
respectively, however the embedding of spaces in either C or B is not full; but this
decisive property can be recovered for vector spaces.
Now we give a brief description of the contents of this work. We devote Section 1
to introducing some basic properties of the topos of M -sets for an abstract monoid M .
From Section 2 on, we only use the monoid of maps M dened above. This monoid
has a unique constant map. To avoid the lack of constants in M, we introduce an
ideal Z of \pseudoconstant" maps which selects those ideals I (which will be called
extended ideals) such that the images of the maps f 2 I cover N. The ideals that we
shall use in Sections 3 and 4, which are the core of this paper, are of this kind. In
Section 2 we describe the basic properties of extended ideals and we present two sheaf
subtoposes, M@@ and E, of M induced by the unique constant map and the ideal Z,
respectively.
The most important toposes are C and B, which are studied in Section 3. They are
important because:
(i) for any subsequential space X , the M-set c(X ) of all convergent sequences  :
N! X belongs to C,
(ii) for any bornological space X , the M-set b(X ) of all bounded sequences  : N!
X belongs to B.
By taking Sections 2 and 3 jointly, we complete a chain of sheaf subtoposes of M
and the corresponding chain of topologies on M:
M@@ ,! E ,! C ,! B ,!M respectively J@@ Je Jc JbfMg:
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Section 4 contains the main result. We consider the ring object Rc = c(R) of
continuous reals in M, and the ring object Rb =b(R) of bounded reals in M. Hence
we have two categories of modules, Modc and Modb corresponding to the rings Rc
and Rb, respectively. Since R0 = f 2 Rc; (1) = 0g is an Rc − Rb-bimodule, there
exist adjoint functors
R0 ⊗b (−) a Homc(R0;−) :Modc !Modb;
where ⊗b means the tensor product over Rb in Modb, and Homc means the object
of Rc-linear maps in Modc. By using the sheacation functor relative to C ,! M,
and the fact that the three objects R0 ,! Rc ,! Rb belong to C (and B), we obtain
a similar adjunction between smaller categories of modules Modc = C \Modc and
Modb =B \Modb. Finally, by means of two full and faithful functors
0 : SVSsep !Modc; b : BVSsep !Modb;
we get the adjunction c(−) a b(−) on the level of the usual functional analysis, as a
corollary of the categorical tensor-hom adjunction.
1. Preliminaries on M -sets
We briey review some of the basic properties of the topos M of M -sets for an
abstract monoid M . The content of this section particularizes to M -sets some notions
on Grothendieck toposes [5,11] in order to x the notation that will be used. For
instance, the site is now the one-object category associated to the monoid M and the
sieves are the ideals of M .
Let S denote the category of sets and maps. Let M be a monoid with product f g
and unit id (we use this notation because our typical example will be a monoid of
maps, but in this section M is an abstract monoid). An M -set is a set X together with
a (right) action X M ! X , denoted by xf, such that (xf)g=x(fg); xid=x. Given
two M -sets X and Y , a map h : X ! Y is said to be equivariant if h(xf) = h(x)f.
M -sets and equivariant maps form a category M. The monoid M is an M -set and
there is a natural bijection M(M;X ) = X .
A xed point of an M -set X is an element x 2 X such that xf=f for each f 2 M .
We write  (X ) for the M -subset of all xed points of X . This assignment denes the
global section functor   :M!S which has a left adjoint ; given a set A, (A) is
the trivial M -set on A, i.e. the action AM ! A is the projection. The categoryM has
limits and colimits and they are calculated like in S. Thus  preserves nite limits and
we have a geometric morphism (;  ). If 1 is the nal object then M(1; X ) =  (X ).
Given two M -sets X and Y , the set YX of all equivariant maps  : M X ! Y with
the action dened by (f)(g; x)= (f  g; x) is an M -set such that  (YX ) =M(X; Y ).
This construction can be easily extended to a functor (−)X :M!M which is a right
adjoint of the product functor (−) X , so that M has exponentials.
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Let Sub(X ) denote the set of all subobjects of an M -set X . In particular, 
=Sub(M)
is the set of all (right) ideals I of M ; that is, f 2 I and g 2 M implies f  g 2 I .
The set 
 is an M -set if we consider the action 
M ! 
 which associates to each
ideal I and element f 2 M the ideal
(I : f) = fg 2 M ; f  g 2 Ig:
Thus, 
 results to be the subobject classier of M; for any M -subset S ,! X , the
classifying map ’ : X ! 
; ’(x) = fg 2 M ; xg 2 Sg, is the only equivariant map
such that ’−1(M) = S. According to our notation, we write (S : x) for the ideal ’(x).
Note that 
X = Sub(M  X );  (
X ) = Sub(X ), and  (
) = f;; Mg.
A special ideal is C= (M), the set of all zeros of the monoid M . Let us note that
C is a two-sided ideal, C  C = C, each subset I C is an ideal, and xC  (X ) for
each M -set X and x 2 X . The ideal C may be empty, for instance if M is a non-trivial
group, but C 6= ; holds if M is the monoid of all endomaps of a non-empty set; then
zeros are constant maps. Each Sub(X ) is a locale [11] with implication S ! S 0= fx 2
X ; (S : x)(S 0 : x)g. If C 6= ; then, by calculating with @S = S ! ;, we obtain the
double negation @@S =  (X )! S; in particular we have @@I = C ! I in 
.
Recall [11] that a (Grothendieck) topology on M is an M -subset J of 
 such that
M 2 J and for each ideal I the following property holds: if J 2 J and (I : f) 2 J
for each f 2 J , then I 2 J. An M -subset J of 
 is a topology if and only if its
classifying map j is a nucleus. For any ideal I the map jI = I ! (−) : 
 ! 
 is a
nucleus as a map of locales, but it is not equivariant in general. Now we give some
results which we shall use to obtain topologies in the next sections.
Lemma 1.1. Given an ideal I; the family JI = fJ 2 
; I  Jg is a topology (or the
nucleus jI = I ! (−) : 
 ! 
 is equivariant) if and only if the ideal I is two-sided
and satises the following property:
() for any f 2 I and J 2 
; I (J : f) implies f 2 J:
Proof. Note that I is two-sided if and only if I (I : f) for all f 2 M . Now, jI
equivariant means that I ! (J : f) = ((I ! J ) : f), and by taking J = I it results
I (I : f). On the other hand, I (J : f) implies f 2 I ! J , so that if f 2 I then
f 2 J . Conversely, I two-sided implies that JI is an M -subset of 
, and () gives us
the third condition for a topology.
Note that if I is a non-empty ideal and jI is equivariant then I is idempotent and
C  I . Moreover, the two-sided ideal C satises the condition (): if c 2 C and I 2 

then either (I : c) =M if c 2 I or (I : c) = ; if c 62 I . Hence the family JC = fI 2

; C  Ig is a topology, which is the double negation topology J@@ (corresponding
to the nucleus j =@@) when C 6= ;.
Let I be an ideal. An M -set X is said to be an I -sheaf if for each equivariant
map H : I ! X there exists a unique x 2 X such that H (f) = xf for all f 2 I .
In other words, there exists a unique equivariant extension of H from I to M . Given
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a topology J, an M -set X is said to be a J-sheaf if X is an I -sheaf for all I 2 J.
Let Mj be the full subcategory of M which consists of all J-sheaves, with inclusion
functor i :Mj !M. Recall that Mj is a topos with the same exponentials that M and

j (the image of the nucleus j) as subobject classier. Moreover, there is a canonical
geometric morphism (a; i) where the left adjoint a : M ! Mj is the sheacation
functor. For the topologies JI in Lemma 1.1 this geometric morphism is essential (see
[8] for M -sets or [6] for a more general result). The proof of the following lemma is
an easy exercise.
Lemma 1.2. Let I be an ideal such that JI is a topology. An M-set X is a JI -sheaf
if and only if X is a I -sheaf.
The largest topology J for which the monoid M is a J-sheaf, called the canonical
topology on M , is denoted by Jcan. If M is the monoid of all endomaps of a set, then
Jcan = JC = J@@. Only Jcan  JC holds in general, as we shall see in the next section.
We say that an ideal I is canonical if I 2 Jcan, and a topology J is subcanonical if M
is a J-sheaf, that is, if J Jcan. We give without proof the following result (see [8]
for M -sets or [4] for general Grothendieck toposes).
Lemma 1.3. An ideal I is canonical if and only if for every f 2 M the monoid M
is an (I : f)-sheaf.
2. Extended ideals
From now on in this paper, M is the monoid of all continuous maps f : N ! N
such that f(1) =1, and M the topos of M-sets. Let us note that if f(1) =1,
then f is continuous if and only if f−1(A) is nite for every nite subset AN. The
constant onto 1, denoted by z, is the unique zero of the monoid M, so that C = fzg.
Nevertheless, we have an ideal ZC of \pseudoconstant" maps whose images cover
N. Now, we give some examples of maps and ideals in M and then we continue with
two technical lemmas which will be used in Section 3.
Example 2.1. The following maps are elements of M:
(i) Given any innite subset AN, the maps fA which is the unique 1{1 monotone
map whose image is A [ f1g.
(ii) Given any nite subset AN and k 2 N, the map
zA;k(n) = k if n 2 A; zA;k(n) =1 if n 62 A:
We put zA= zA;0; zk = zf0g; k , so that z0 = zf0g; zA;1= z;; k = z, and zA;k = zk  zA. For
any f 2M we calculate zA;k  f = zA0 ; k where A0 = f−1(A), and f  zA;k = zA;f(k).
Example 2.2. The following sets are ideals of M:
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(i) Let Z be the set of all maps zA;k dened above. From Example 2.1(ii) we have
that Z is a two-sided and idempotent ideal which is generated by the maps zk ,
k 2 N. Moreover, Z satises condition () in Lemma 1.1, that is, if Z(I : zA;k)
then zA;k 2 I : if A = ;; zA;k = z and the statement is obvious; if A 6= ;, for any
a 2 A the equality zA;k  zA;a = zA;k holds so that zA;a 2 (I : zA;k) implies zA;k 2 I .
Hence JZ is a topology on M and clearly JZ J@@. Note that M is Z-separated,
that is, given f; g 2M, if f  z = g  z for all z 2 Z then f = g.
(ii) For each AN we consider the ideal IA=ff 2M; f−1(A)=;g. We write Ia for
Ifag. In particular I; =M; IN =C, and if AB then IB IA. If a 2 A and f 2 IA
then za  f = z = z  f, so that M is not IA-separated when A 6= ;.
Lemma 2.3. (i) Let (f) be the ideal generated by f 2M while g 2M. Then g 2 (f)
if and only if Im g Imf.
(ii) Let I 6= ; be an ideal and AN nite. If zA;k 62 I then (I : zA;k) = IA.
Proof. (i) Let us suppose that Im g Imf. We dene the map h : N ! N by
h(g−1(1))=f1g and h(k)=maxf−1(g(k)) if g(k) 2 N. Then f h=g and we only
need to prove that h 2 M. In fact, if h(k) 6= 1 then h−1(h(k)) g−1(g(k)) is nite.
The converse is obvious.
(ii) By (i) clearly (zA;k) = (zB;k) holds for all ; 6= A; BN. Then zB;k 2 I , B =
f−1(A), is impossible if B 6= ;, hence f 2 (I : zA;k) means f 2 IA.
The extent of a map f 2M is the subset Ext(f)N dened by Im(f)=Ext(f)[
f1g, and the extent of an ideal I is Ext(I)=SfExt(f); f2 Ig. For instance, Ext(fA)=
A, Ext(zA;k)=fkg, Ext(C)=;, Ext(Z)=N, Ext(IA) is the complement of A in N. It is
clear that Ext(I) = fk 2 N; zk 2 Ig= Ext(Z\ I) and then JZ = fI 2 
; Ext(I) =Ng.
From now on we shall call JZ the extent topology and we shall use Je to denote it.
In the same way, we shall say that I 2 Je is an extended ideal.
Lemma 2.4. If I is an extended ideal then:
(i) Any equivariant map H : I !M satises H (Z)Z and H (z) = z.
(ii) If M is an I -sheaf then there exists AN innite such that fA 2 I .
Proof. (i) If we put H (zk)=fk then H (zA;k)=H (zk zA)=fk zA=zA;b with b=fk(0);
in particular fk = zb.
(ii) Suppose that there is no innite subset AN such that fA 2 I . From Lemma
2.3(i) we deduce that Ext(f) is a nite subset for every f 2 I . Thus, the map zN :
N! N induces an equivariant map H : I !M, H (f)=zNf, which has no extension
to M because zN is not in M and I is extended. Then M is not an I -sheaf.
The ideals C Z induce topologies J@@ Je and toposes M@@ ,! E respectively,
where E denotes the topos of Je-sheaves, which will be called the extended topos. We
complete this section with two results about these toposes.
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Proposition 2.5. The double negation topology on the monoid M is J@@=
fI 2 
; I 6= ;g. Moreover; 
@@ = f;;Mg and M@@ =S.
Proof. We know that C 6= ; implies J@@ = JC . Moreover, for any ideal I we have
z 2 I if and only if I 6= ;. Now it is easy to verify that @@ I =M if I 6= ;. To
give an equivariant map C ! X is equivalent to give a xed point in X , and for each
x 2 X the xed point xz satises (xz)z= xz; so that if X is a C-sheaf then xz= x for
all x 2 X . Hence, X is a C-sheaf if and only if X is a trivial M-set. Now we apply
Lemma 1.2.
Note that the inclusion M@@ ,! M is the trivial M-sets functor  and for this
monoid   is both left and right adjoint to . Thus, the (essential) geometric morphism
M@@ !M is ( ; ).
Given a set X , the set XN of all sequences  : N ! X is an M-set with action
the composition. Each element  2 XN can be seen as a pair = hs; xi, formed by an
ordinary sequence s : N! X plus a distinguished point x = (1) 2 X .
Proposition 2.6. For any set X; the M-set XN belongs to E.
Proof. We must prove that XN is a Z-sheaf. Given an equivariant map H : Z! XN
we have the constant sequence H (z) = fx; x; x; : : :g; then, for each k 2 N; H (zk) =
fxk ; x; x; : : :g because if n 6= 0 then
H (zk)(n) = H (zk)(zn(0)) = (H (zk)  zn)(0) = H (zk  zn)(0) = H (z)(0) = x:
Hence we can take the sequence  = hs; xi : N ! X such that s(k) = xk , and verify
that  is the unique sequence such that H (zA;k) =   zA;k .
Because of Proposition 2.6, the monoid NN belongs to E, but M does not by Lemma
2.4(ii); M is only Z-separated by Example 2.2(i).
3. The continuous topos and the bounded topos
Let Jc be the canonical topology of M, which we prefer to call continuous topology
for this particular monoid. We also call continuous ideals the ideals I 2 Jc, and the
topos C ,!M of Jc-sheaves is called the continuous topos. The next theorem implies
that Jc Je, so that E ,! C. The topos C is closely related to Johnstone’s topological
topos; in particular, the following result is analogous to Proposition 3:4 in [5].
Theorem 3.1. An ideal I is continuous if and only if I is extended and for any AN
innite; there exists BA innite such that fB 2 I .
Proof. We shall use Lemma 1.3. Let I be a continuous ideal and k 2 N. If zk 62 I
then (I : zk)= I0 by Lemma 2.3(ii). Since M is not I0-separated (see Example 2.2(ii)),
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M is not an (I : zk)-sheaf. Now let AN be an innite subset. Because (I : fA) is a
continuous ideal we obtain Z(I : fA) and then, from Lemma 2.4(ii), there exists an
innite U N such that f = fA  fU 2 I . Thus, B = Ext(f)A is innite and from
Lemma 2.3(i) fB 2 I .
Conversely, if I is an ideal that satises the two conditions above, then M is an
I -sheaf. In fact, given an equivariant map H : I ! M we know (see Lemma 2.4(i))
that H (Z)Z, H (z) = z, and by dening h : N ! N, h(k) = H (zk)(0), it results
H (g) = h  g. If h 2 M then it is unique because M is Z-separated. So we must
prove that h is continuous, that is, the sequence h(k) converges to 1 in N. But the
second condition in the statement implies that every subsequence of h(k) contains a
subsequence converging to 1, hence h is continuous. Finally, we have to prove that
M is also an (I :f)-sheaf for all f 2M but, as it has just been proved, this property
follows if (I :f) satises the two conditions in the statement of the theorem. It is clear
that Z I implies Z(I :f). Now let AN be innite. If f(A) is innite, there exists
U f(A)\N innite such that fU 2 I . So that the set B=A\f−1(U ) is innite and
Ext(ffB)=U=Ext(fU ) and hence, from Lemma 2.3(i), ffB 2 I . If f(A) is nite,
there exists an innite subset BA such that Bf−1(1) so that f fB = z 2 I .
A subsequential space (see [5] or L-spaces in [1,7]) is a set X together with a
subset RXN  X satisfying the following properties, where we write s ! x for
(s; x) 2 R and say that x is a limit of s or that s converges to x:
(i) For every x 2 X , cx ! x (cx : N! X is the constant map onto x 2 X ).
(ii) If s! x and f is 1{1 monotone then s  f ! x.
(iii) Given s 2 XN and x 2 X , if for every 1{1 monotone map f there exists an 1{1
monotone g such that s  f  g! x, then s! x.
Note that a subsequence of s : N! X is a sequence s f where the map f : N! N
is 1{1 monotone. Recall that a subsequential space is said to be separated if s ! x
and s! y implies x=y (unique limit). Given a subsequential space X and x 2 X we
consider the M-sets
c(X ) = f = hs; xi; s! xgXN; x(X ) = f 2 c(X ); (1) = xg
and identify the subsequential structure with c(X ), which is the disjoint union of all
x(X ); x 2 X . If X is separated and  = hs; xi 2 x(X ) then we can also identify 
with s. Constant elements in c(X ) will be denoted by x=hcx; xi. Given subsequential
spaces X , Y , a map h : X ! Y is said to be continuous if it preserves convergent
sequences, that is, s! x implies h s! h(x). Thus, a map h : X ! Y is continuous if
and only if h   2 c(Y ) for all  2 c(X ). Note that c(X ) is the set of continuous
maps from N to X .
We shall show that the M-sets c(X ), x(X ), belong to C. In particular, we are
interested in the space Rc =c(R) of all convergent sequences of real numbers (called
the object of continuos reals) and its subspace R0=0(R) of all sequences converging
to 0. Moreover, we shall also prove that the space Rb=b(R) of all bounded sequences
of real numbers (called the object of bounded reals) belongs to C.
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Theorem 3.2. The following spaces are Jc-sheaves:
(i) c(X ) and x(X ) for every subsequential space X and x 2 X (in particular; R0
and Rc).
(ii) The space Rb of all bounded sequences of real numbers.
Proof. (i) From the denition of subsequential space, we have that  = hs; xi 2 XN
belongs to x(X ) if and only if there exists a continuous ideal I such that I x(X ).
Let I be a continuous ideal and H : I ! x(X ) an equivariant map. We can take
(Proposition 2.6) the unique sequence  = hs; xi 2 XN such that H (zA;k) =   zA;k .
Then it is clear that H (f) =   f for all f 2 I . Since I is continuous,  2 x(X ).
Similary, it is easily veried that if H : I ! c(X ) is equivariant then there exists
x 2 X such that H (I)x(X ).
(ii) Once again, let I be continuous and H : I ! Rb equivariant. We must prove
that the sequence  = hs; i 2 RN dened by H is bounded. But I continuous implies
that each subsequence of s has a bounded subsequence, so that s is bounded.
In this way we have a faithful functor c : SS ! C, where SS denotes the category
of subsequential spaces and continuous maps. But c is not full; in fact, it is easy to
see that the map H : c(N)! c(N) given by H (f)=f if f 2M and H (f)=f(1)
if f 62M is equivariant but there is no map h : N! N such that H=h(−). The last
statement in Theorem 3.2 is not a general property of spaces of bounded sequences,
that is, there exist bornological spaces X such that the M-subsets b(X )XN (of
all bounded sequences  : N ! X ) are not a Jc-sheaves (the example proposed by
Frolicher and Kriegl [2, p. 8] to show a bornology which is not an l1-structure can
be used here).
Our next goal is to nd in M a new subtopos of sheaves, bigger than C, in which
spaces of bounded sequences will be included. In the most general formulation, the
canonical topology consists of the universally eective-epimorphic sieves, and Lemma
1.3 is the translation of this condition into the language of monoids. The next topology
we introduce consists of the sieves containing a nite epimorphic family, and it is a
subcanonical topology.
An ideal I is said to be bounded if there exist f1; : : : ; fn 2 I such that
N= Ext(f1) [    [ Ext(fn):
Let Jb denote the set of all bounded ideals. It is clear that M 2 Jb Je.
Example 3.3. (i) The ideal (fA) with AN innite is not bounded if A 6= N, but if
BN is also innite then (fA) [ (fB) is bounded if and only if A [ B=N.
(ii) If Ext(f) is nite then (I : f) is bounded for every extended ideal I . In
fact, fK 2 (I : f) holds where K = (maxExt(f);1). Moreover, since (I : f) is
extended, then the family fz1; : : : ; zn; fKg(I : f) supplies a nite cover of N, where
n=maxExt(f) 2 N.
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Theorem 3.4. (i) Jb is a topology and Jb Jc.
(ii) For every bornological space X; b(X ) is a Jb-sheaf.
Proof. (i) We prove that (I : f) is bounded for each bounded ideal I and f 2 M.
After Example 3.3(ii) we only consider the case A=Ext(f) innite. If N=A1[  [An,
Ai = Ext(fi), fi 2 I , then N = B1 [    [ Bn+1 where Bi = f−1(Ai), 1  i  n, and
Bn+1=f−1(1). We x i=1; : : : ; n+1. If Bi is nite then we have a nite cover of Bi
by subsets Ext(zk), zk 2 (I : f). If not, gi=fBi 2 (I : f) because Ext(f gi)Ext(f)
implies f  gi 2 I by Lemma 2.3(i). Finally, it is an easy exercise to verify that if I
is bounded and (J : f) is bounded for all f 2 I then J is bounded. Hence Jb is a
topology.
Now let I be a bounded ideal. If U N is innite then (using the same notation)
V=U \Ai is innite for some i=1; : : : ; n, and from Lemma 2.3(i) we conclude fV 2 I ,
so that I is continuous because it is extended too.
(ii)Let I be a bounded ideal and H : I ! b(X ) an equivariant map. We have to
prove that  2 b(X ), where =hs; xi 2 XN is the sequence dened in Proposition 2.6,
which satises H (f) =   f for all f 2 I . Because I is bounded, s(N) is a -
nite union of subsets B = s(Ext(f)) where f 2 I , so that if each B is bounded
then s (or ) is bounded. But B(  f)(N) is bounded because
f 2 I .
Hence we have the bounded topos B of Jb-sheaves, with an inclusion functor C ,!
B. If BS denotes the category of bornological spaces and bounded maps, there is a
faithful functor b : BS ! B which is not full (by using the same example as that for
c). The functors c and b will be full if they are restricted to linear subcategories,
as we shall see in the next section.
4. Modules in the toposes C and B
We begin this section presenting some basic notions of linear algebra in the topos
M of M -sets for an abstract monoid M (for more details see [8]). Then we shall apply
these constructions to the monoid M.
Let R be a ring object in M and let ModR denote the corresponding category of
R-module objects in M. Given two R-modules X and Y , the M -set HomR(X; Y ) of
all R-linear maps is the M -subset of YX whose elements are those equivariant maps
 : M  X ! Y such that (f;−) is linear for all f 2 M . Moreover, the tensor
product X ⊗ Y in S with the action given by (x ⊗ y)f = xf ⊗ yf, is the tensor
product in ModR. Given two rings R and S, each R{S-bimodule A gives us an internal
adjunction
(⊗) A⊗S (−) a HomR(A;−) :ModR !ModS
HomR(A⊗S X; Y ) = HomS(X;HomR(A; Y )) (iso in M):
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Given  : M  (A ⊗S X ) ! Y in the rst set, the corresponding  in the second
is (f; x)(g; a) = (f  g; a ⊗ xg); conversely, (f; a ⊗ x) = (f; x)(id; a). By taking
global sections we obtain the external adjunction corresponding to (⊗); that is, linear
equivariant maps from A⊗S X to Y and linear equivariant maps from X to HomR(A; Y )
are in 1{1 correspondence.
Now we consider the rings Rc, Rb and the Rc−Rb-bimodule R0 in the topos M of
M-sets, so that we have adjoint functors
R0 ⊗b (−) a Homc(R0;−) :Modc !Modb;
where ⊗b means the tensor product over Rb in Modb, and Homc means the object of
Rc-linear maps in Modc. But we are interested in modules which are sheaves, that is,
we consider the categories Modc = C \Modc and Modb =B \Modb.
Theorem 4.1. There exists an internal adjunction in M.
a(R0 ⊗b (−)) a Homc(R0;−) :Modc !Modb:
Proof. Since M  a(X ) = a(M  X ), the geometric morphism (a; i) : C !M gives
us an internal adjunction
a a i :Modc ,!Modc; Homc(a(X ); Y ) = Homc(X; Y ) (Y Jc-sheaf ):
By composing with the internal adjunction (⊗) induced by R0 we get an internal
left adjoint a(R0 ⊗b (−)) to Homc(R0;−) : Modc ! Modb. But if X is a Jc-sheaf
then Homc(R0; X ) is a Jc-sheaf too, so that it is a Jb-sheaf; hence we can consider
Homc(R0;−) valued in Modb and restrict its left adjoint.
Our last goal is to relate the external part of this adjunction to a well-known con-
struction in functional analysis. The product of subsequential spaces allows us to form
routinely the category SVS of subsequential (real) vector spaces and linear continuous
maps.
Lemma 4.2. 0 : SVS !Modc is full and faithful.
Proof. It suces to prove that 0 is full. Let E and F be subsequential vector spaces
and H :0(E) ! 0(F) an equivariant Rc-linear map. We can dene h : E ! F by
h(x)=H (x)(0) where x=fx; 0; 0; : : :g. The map h is linear because x+y= x+ y and
x=cx hold. Moreover, h satises H =0(h): h((1))=0=H ()(1) and if k 2 N
then h((k)) = H ((k))(0) = H ()(k) by using (k) =   zk. Finally, the condition
H = h  (−) implies that h is continuos because we are dealing with subsequential
spaces.
Recall [3] that a Kolmogorov bornological (or K-bornological) space X is a bornolog-
ical space such that if every sequence in AX is bounded then A is bounded, i.e. se-
quentially bounded subsets are bounded. We write KS for the category of K-bornological
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spaces and bounded maps which is a full (reective) subcategory of BS. Let KVS be
the category of K-bornological (real) vector spaces and bounded linear maps.
Lemma 4.3. b : KVS !Modb is full and faithful.
Proof. It suces to prove that b is full. Let E and F be K-bornological vector spaces
and H : b(E) ! b(F) an equivariant Rb-linear map. Note that E =  (b(E)) and
the same for F , so that we obtain h =  (H) if we dene h : E ! F by H (x)=h(x)
or h(x) = H (x)(0). It is clear that h is linear and H = b(h) = h  (−). In fact, by
means of the equality   z= (1) we see that h((1))=H ()(1) for all  2 b(E),
and if k 2 N then we multiply by the basic sequence ek = f0; : : : ; 0; 1k ; 0; : : :g 2 Rb,
ekH () = H (ek) = H (ek(k)) = ekH ((k)) = ekh((k))
and obtain H ()(k)= h((k)) by evaluating at k. Once again, H = h  (−) implies that
h is bounded because we are dealing with K-bornological spaces.
Let E be a subsequential vector space. A subset AE is said to be bounded if
for every zero-converging real sequence  and every sequence s in A, the product s
converges to zero in E, that is hs; 0i 2 0(E). It is easy to verify that the set E
together with this family of bounded subsets is a K-bornological vector space which
shall be denoted by bE. This construction denes a functor
b(−) : SVS ! KVS:
If E is separated then bE is separated; i.e. f0g is the only bounded vector subspace.
Moreover, bE has the von Neumann bornology [3] if E is a topological vector space.
The next result determines the bounded sequences in bE by means of the maps  :
N! bE, because for any x 2 E, the image of = hs; xi is bounded ( is bounded) if
and only if s is bounded.
Lemma 4.4. Let E be a subsequential vector space. A map  : N ! bE is bounded
if and only if (  f) 2 0(E) for all  2 R0 and f 2M.
Proof. The direct part follows from the denition of bE. Conversely, we have to show
that if (  f) 2 0(E) for all  2 R0 and f 2 M, then Im is bounded. Actually,
we shall prove that the subset A = Im − f(1)g is bounded. If A is nite this is
obvious, so we may suppose that A is innite and we must prove that t ! 0 in
E holds for each t : N ! A and  2 R0. Because E is subsequential, it suces to
nd for each 1{1 monotone f : N ! N a new 1{1 monotone g : N ! N such that
(t)  f  g ! 0 in E. So we x t;  and f as above and look for such a map g. If
Im(t  f) is nite, then there exist a 2 A such that U = (t  f)−1(a) is innite and
it is clear that we can take g = fU . If Im(t  f) is innite, it is easy to verify that
there exists a 1{1 monotone map f0 :N! N such that t  f  f0 is 1{1, so we may
suppose from now on that Im(tf) is innite and tf is 1{1. Thus we have two maps
s; t f :N! E (the second injective) such that Im(t f) Im(s). By using set theory
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we can construct two 1{1 monotone maps g; h :N! N such that t  f  g= s  h. (If
the set R= fn 2 N; s−1((t f)(n)) inniteg is innite we can take g=fR, and if R is
nite then we must use that the complement of R; L=fn 2 N; s−1((t f)(n)) niteg, is
innite). Note that each f :N! N 1{1 monotone can be uniquely extended to f 2M
by f(1) =1, and if we take = ht; xi : N! E with = hs; xi then   f  g=   h
holds, so that
()  f  g= h(t)  f  g; xi= (  f) 2 0(E); =   f  g 2 R0:
and the proof is complete.
Theorem 4.5. (i) Let E be a subsequencial vector space. There exists an isomorphism
Homc(R0; 0(E)) = b( bE) in Modb.
(ii) The ring objects Homc(R0;R0) and Rb are isomorphic.
Proof. (i) Let  :M 0(E)! 0(E) be an equivariant Rc-linear map. We are going
to prove that  is determined by a bounded sequence  : N ! bE; which we dene
by (n) = (zn; e0)(0). Then, for each n 2 N, we have (f; ) = (  f):
(f; )(n) = (f; )(zn)(0) = (zf(n); (n))(0) = ((n)(zf(n); e0))(0) = (n)f(n):
Hence we conclude  2 b( bE) by Lemma 4.4. Conversely, given  2 b( bE), the
map dened by (f; ) = (  f) is an equivariant Rc-linear map. In this way, we
have constructed a bijection from Homc(0(E); 0(E)) to b( bE) which is clearly
equivariant. Finally, it is easy to verify that this bijection is Rb-linear.
(ii) In particular, we have the Rb-linear isomorphism (note that this case can be
proved directly, without using Lemma 4.4). Moreover, it is easy to verify that this
bijection is a ring morphism (the product in Homc(R0;R0) is given by composition
(  0)(f; ) = 0(f; (f; ))).
Let F be a bornological vector space. Now we are going to consider a classical
notion of sequential convergence in F . Following [3] we say that a sequence s=fxng :
N ! F converges bornologically to a point x 2 F (denoted s ! x) if there exist a
circled bounded subset BF and a sequence  = fng 2 R0 such that xn − x 2 nB
for all n 2 N. This condition is equivalent to say that there exists a sequence  2
R0; n > 0, such that f(xn − x)=ng is bounded in F ; moreover, we note that it is
possible to choose such a sequence  monotone decreasing. Bornological convergence
is also called Mackey convergence. Clearly, the relations  ! a; s ! x and t ! y
imply s! ax and s+ t ! x+ y. Thus, the set c0(F) of all sequences bornologically
converging to 0 determines the family of bornologically convergent sequences in F .
If F is separated then every Mackey convergent sequence in F has a unique limit, so
that there is a 1{1 correspondence between the set c(F) of all bornologically convergent
sequences in F and the relation RFN  F of all pairs (s; x) such that s ! x: It is
easy to verify that R has the properties (i) and (ii) in the denition of subsequential
space given in Section 3. The subsequential structure RFN  F generated by R
can be dened (see L-convergence and L-spaces in [1,7]) as follows: (s; x) 2 R
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if every subsequence s0 of s contains a subsequence s00 such that hs00; xi belongs to
R. We denote by cF = (F; R) the corresponding subsequential space. It is easy to
verify that cF is a separated subsequential vector space. Moreover, the image of any
Mackey convergent sequence under a bounded linear map is Mackey convergent, so
this construction denes a functor
c(−) : BVSsep ! SVSsep:
Each element  2 c( cF) has the form =hs; xi with (s; x) 2 R, so we can consider
c0(F)0( cF) if we identify  = hs; 0i with s (recall that F is separated). Note that
s 2 0( cF) means \s ! 0" in the subsequential sense of (s; 0) 2 R, and s 2 c0(F)
means s! 0 in the bornological sense of the Mackey convergence. Now we see c0(F)
as an M-set with the action given by sf= hs; 0i f . Hence we nally obtain a mono
c0(F) ,! 0( cF) in Modc.
Theorem 4.6. Let F be a separated bornological vector space. There exists an
isomorphism a(R0
N
bb(F)) = 0( cF) in Modc.
Proof. We shall prove two isomorphisms (i) R0
N
bb(F) = c0(F) and (ii) a(c0(F)) =
0( cF). Then the theorem follows by transforming (i) through a and using (ii).
Proof of (i): It is clear that if  2 b(F) and  2 R0 then  = hs; 0i and the
sequence s converges bornologically to 0; moreover, the natural map H : R0b(F)!
c0(F); H (; )=s, is Rb-bilinear. Note that H is onto in such a way that we can choose
a monotone decreasing sequence  2 R0 of positive real numbers, and  2 b(F) with
(1) = 0, such that s= H (; ). In these conditions we say that (; ) is a canonical
pair of s. Now we prove that each Rb-bilinear map G : R0  b(F) ! T is constant
over the bers of H . First, if (; ); (0; 0) are two canonical pairs of s then we take
 =maxf; 0g, so that = and 0= are bounded and we calculate
G((=); ) = G(; (=)) = G(; (0=)0) = G((0=); 0);
hence G(; )=G(0; 0). This argument requires that n 6= 0 for all n 2 N. If not, we
shall have = f1; : : : ; k ; 0; 0; : : :g; 1      k 6= 0, and the same for 0 with k 0  k
for instance; then we take = f1; : : : ; 1k ; 0; 0; : : :g and we can calculate
G(; ) = G(; ) = G(; ) = G(; 00) = G(0; 0):
Second, if  = hs; 0i but (; ) is not a canonical pair, then we can construct by
induction a new sequence  such that (; (=)) is a canonical pair of s. Since H is
onto and G is constant over the bers of H , there exists a unique map K such that
K H =G, that is, K(s) =G(; ) where (; ) is a canonical pair of s. Now we can
verify that K is Rb-linear, in particular Rc-linear. For instance, if (; ); (0; 0) are
canonical pairs of s and s0, respectively, and  = maxf; 0g, we can nd canonical
pairs of s; s0; s+ s0 with the same rst component , then we apply that G is bilinear.
Proof of (ii): We know that c0(F) is an M-subset of 0( cF), which is a sheaf, so
that a(c0(F)) is its closure, that is, the M-set of those elements s 2 0( cF) such that
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the ideal Is = ff 2 M; sf 2 c0(F)g belongs to Jc. But from the denition of cF it
follows that this property holds for all s 2 0( cF).
Corollary 4.7. There exists an adjunction c(−) a b({) : SVSsep ! BVSsep.
Proof. Let E be a separated subsequential vector space and F a separated K-bornological
vector space. The natural bijection between linear maps cF ! E and linear maps F !
bE is given by the following chain:
cF ! E




Theorem 4:5(i) and Lemma 4:3
F ! bE
where each step is a natural bijection.
For instance, if E and F are normed spaces, then the elementary equality Linc(E; F)=
Linb(E; F) between continuous and bounded linear maps appears as a very particu-
lar case of an adjunction tensor-hom which is a conceptual construction in toposes.
Naturally, the adjunction in Corollary 4.7 can also be obtained by working into func-
tional analysis directly.
We nish the paper with some remarks. On one hand, after the isomorphism (i) in the
proof of Theorem 4.6, it seems that the internal adjunction R0⊗b({) a Homc(R0; {)
in M will lead us to an external adjunction c({) a b({) between two categories
of vector structures weaker than subsequential and bornological spaces, respectively.
On the other hand, actually the functor Homc(R0; {) can be valued into C \Modb,
so that the object b( bE) belongs to C; this means that the bornonologies of the
subsequential spaces are l1-structures in the sense of Frolicher and
Kriegl [2].
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